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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
GUN CONTROL EXECUTIVE ORDERS- in a
press conference on Tuesday. Ian. 5, President
Barack Obania introduced a group ofexecutive
orders addressing gun violence. In addition to
a new required background check for any gun
purchase made in the U.S., Obama said he
also hopes to make communities safer from
gun violence by urging law enforcement to
better enforce existing laws and by providing
funding for 200 new agents from the Bureau of
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms and Explosives
(ATF) to help enforce these laws. Looking
to the future, the Administration proposed
a $500 million investment to increase access
to mental health care and is urging for new
technology to make guns safer to own. “If we
can set it up so you can't unlock your phone
unless you've got the right fingerprint, whycant
we do the same thing for our guns?’" Obama
said at the conference.
EARTHQUAKES IN OKLAHOMA-Swarms of
earthquakes last Wednesday evening through
early Thursday afternoon raised questions
amongscientists hi Oklahoma. A 4.7-magnitude
tremor was followed 30 seconds later by another
4.8-magnitude quake centered in a sparsely
populated area about 20 miles northwest of
Fairview, Okia., about 100 miles northwest of
Oklahoma City. The quakes struck at depths of
2.1 and 3.7 miles below the surface. This was one
of 30 separate earthquakes of magnitude 2.5 or
greater reported in Oklahoma within a 19-hour
span. Scientists at the Oklahoma Geological
Survey believe the quakes are caused by the
production ofnatural gas in the state. “We don’t
have overall data on how much injection is
going on in this area, but we attribute most of
the earthquakes these days to deep injection
of produced oil wastewater” director of the
Oklahoma Geological Survey, JerryDoak said.
NEWS
NORTH KOREA TESTS HYDROGEN BOMB-
North Korea claimed on Wednesday, {an.-6 that it
had tested a hydrogen bomb, the most powerful
kind of nuclear weapon. Attempting to join the
list ofcountries Hexing nuclear weapons. North
Korea announced in a press conference that
they had completed their fourth underground
nuclear test and the technology to produce
more bombs. Military experts anah zing seismic
activity of the test suggest the bomb may not be
the devastating H-Bomb, but a smaller “boosted
fusion” type bomb.
GAS LEAK IN CALIFORNIA -California Gov.
Jerry Brown declared a state of emergency
Wednesday, Jan. 6 to address the 4-month-old
leak of an underground gas storage container
outside Los Angeles that continues to release
methane gas into the atmosphere. To date,
the leak has emitted nearly 74,000 metric tons
of methane, or the equivalent of burning 700
million gallons of gasoline. Southern California
Gas has paid to relocate over 2,000 displaced
residents, with 3,000 more in the process of
moving. Two schools have also been temporarily
closed in response to health concerns. Exposure
to methane gas can cause headaches, nausea
and nosebleeds.
EL CHAP0 CAPTURE- Alter six months on the I
run, fugitive drug lord Joaquin “LI Clupo”
Guzman was apprehended early Friday
afternoon, the 01-year-old. who escaped a
maximum security prison in Mexico m July
2015, heads the Sinaloa Cartel a criminal
organization named after the Mexican Pacific-
eoaxi state of Sinaloa where i! was lortned.
Ihe US. Drug Enforcement Administration
estimates Guzman has surpassed the intlyeinc
and reach oi Colombian drug lord Pablo
Escobar, and now considers him 'the godfather -
of the drug s.srkl Ihe Mexican Attorney
Generals office announced in a statement that
Guzman 1 o? to the! led Stab
where he will he charged'for drug trafficking.
I
IN MEM0RIAM: MADELINE LOUISE LOVELL
Madeline Lovell, professor emerita of the J
Department of Anthropology, Sociology j
and Social Work passed away unexpectedly |
on the evening of Sunday, Jan. 10.
She is survived by her husband Doug J
and her many friends and colleagues at j
Seattle University. The Spectator staff sends
our deepest condolences to Lovells friends j
and family. j
MEXICAN MAYOR GISELA MOTA MURDERED-
Several gunmen burst into newly-elected
Mexican Mayor Gisela Mota’s home on Saturday
and shot her dead. Mota, 33, a left-wins' former
member of the Mexican Congress, was gunned
down less than 24 hours after taking her oath
of office in the city of Temixco (about 50 miles
from the capital, Mexico City). Temixco is
plagued by organized crime and rampant drug
trafficking, problems Mota had vowed to help
alleviate. Police said that two of the suspected
gunmen have been killed and one is in custody.
Jarrod may be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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FILM BRINGS NEW ENERGY TO CLIMATE JUSTICE CONVERSATION
Madeline Corbin
Staff Writer
The world is heating up, and so is
the Seattle University discussion of
climate justice.
On Wednesday, Jan. 13 at 5:30 p.m.
in the Pigott Auditorium, Campus
Ministry will host a screening of the
new documentary “This Changes
Everything,” which addresses the
connection between capitalism and
climate change.
“In recent years, the connections
between capitalism and climate
change and the stories of frontline
resistance have been much more
central to the movement,” said senior
Student Campus Minister Delaney
Piper. “I think audiences are ready
and need to be ready for what that
looks like.”
The film is based on Naomi Klein’s
book of the same title, though the
film more closely follows the stories
ofcommunities who are mostaffected
by climate change and their resistance
efforts. On Thursday, Campus
Ministry will host a follow-up Soup
with Substance event to provide a
space for viewers to discuss their
reactions to the film.
In Pipers view, “This Changes
Everything” differs from other well-
known environmental documentaries
like “An Inconvenient Truth” in that
it takes a “bottom-up approach.” The
film focuses on stories ofresistors and
the strength of their efforts, rather
than the sometimes shocking statistics
gathered by scientists. There are even
images from the Shell No! protests
in Seattle last spring, when activists
gathered in kayaks and on shore
around the Shell oil rig in Elliott Bay
to protest.
Catherine Punsalan-Manlimos, the
director of the Institute for Catholic
Thought and Culture, said that Pope
Francis’ recent encyclical on climate
change, “Laudato Si,” similarly called
attention to thestruggles and stories of
those mostaffected by the catastrophe.
“There’s a clear invitation to the
Catholic Church to participate in this
movement, but not as the voice or
Even before the release of the
encyclical, ICTC and Campus
Ministry hosted events, speakers and
retreats that focused on the dialogue
between spirituality and ecology.
In 2015, Campus Ministry and
the Institute for Catholic Thought
and Culture hosted several events
focusing on the relationship between
spirituality and climate justice.
This film screening will continue
the theme.
the leader,” Punsalan-Manlimos said.
“It also emphasizes the importance
of everyone in this conversation,
because there is wisdom in so many
places. This requires a profound sense
of humility as well as openness.”
“The heart of Campus Ministry’s
mission and vision is helping students
to embody faith and justice through
their fives by providing opportunities
for them to learn and grow in these
areas,” Campus Minister Jimmy
McCarty said.
Though “This Changes Everything”
does not specifically emphasize
spirituality, McCarty said it isrelevant
to previous discussions on campus
about climate change.
“This film fits right into this mission
by providing students an opportunity
to learn about the global work of
justice in response toclimate change...
and be a part ofa larger community of
students interested in and committed
to these values,” McCarty said.
Like McCarty, Piper sees this film
as consistent with Campus Ministry’s
mission and goals. “Catholic social
teaching tells us we must have a
preferential option for the poor and
the poorest among us are those facing
climate change,” Piper said. “So their
voices, their stories and their ideas are
central to the movement.”
McCarty first saw the film after it
was released in Nov. 2015, and since
then he and two Student Campus
Ministers, seniors Tesi Uwibambeand
Piper, have collaborated to bring the
film to campus.
“We were very aware that the
spiritual element was an important
part of the discussion,” Punsalan-
Manlimos said. “It’s a spiritual and
moral crises that we’re facing...
Spiritual practice is what enables us
to get a real experiential connection
to the earth that ultimately inspires us
towards action.”
Professors Jason Wirth and
JANUARY 13, 2016
Elizabeth Sikes explore this topic in
anotherarea, holding weeklymeetings
in the narthex of the Chapel of St.
Ignatius devoted to Zen Meditation
and EcoSangha, a practice that seeks
answers to our environmental crises
from a Buddhist perspective.
Piper hopes that the audience
leaves with a sense of ownership in
the climate justice movement after
seeing the film.
“We at Seattle University might not
be on the frontlines, but I think we are
part ofit,” Piper said.
At the Soup with Substance meeting
on Thursday, Piper hopes to discuss
moving forward with addressing this
issue as a campus.
“Talking about divestment again
and the ways we as an institution
have structural power is important,”
Piper said.
Though individuals and campus
groups like Sustainable Student Action
have been raising these issues for years,
Piper hopes the film will bring energy
and a new perspective to the climate
justice conversation at Seattle U.
Madeline may be reached at
mcorbin@su-spectator.com
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FOOD WITH SPIRIT CLUB AIMS TO GROW
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
If you thought the season of giving
was over, think again—the Food with
Spirit Club plans on involving more
people with their mission to grow and
donate food to organizations in need
of support.
Food with Spirit was officially
recognized as a club last quarter, and
senior co-presidents Mara Orenstein
and Emma Thordsenare excited about
increasing participation during winter
quarter to prepare for a successful
spring growing season.
Food with Spirit initially started
last year when Integrated Pest
Management Coordinator for
Seattle University Grounds, Janice
Murphy, reached out to students on
campus. Murphy now serves as the
clubs adviser.
“We created the club in order to
cultivate community at Seattle U that
is then sharing what we grow with
people who need it,” Thordsen said.
Aptly named Food with Spirit, the
club connects food justicewith Seattle
Us holistic Jesuit tradition. The food
justice movement seeks to increase
access to healthy, locally grown foods
through community organizations
and faith-based initiatives like the
Food with Spirit club.
The club previously donated food
grown in its garden on 13th street and
Marion to the community kitchen at
Saint James Cathedral. The Cathedral
eventually was able to grow and
maintain a garden of their own and
informed Food with Spirit that they
no longer needed their assistance.
The club now donates to Community
Lunch on Capitol Hill, an organization
that provides free lunches every
Tuesday and Friday at All Pilgrims
Christian Church.
With taking care of a garden comes
a lot of preparation. Orenstein and
Thordsen have had their hands full,
planning and planting in the garden
since this past summer.
The garden produces all types of
crops, from lettuces to carrots and
everything in between. The club
6 NEWS
members decide what will be grown
based on whatthe place they donate to
requires, keeping in mind the weather
conditions of the current season.
Orenstein and Thordsen are
currently the only two official
members of the club, and have been
managing the donations and crop-
tending themselves until the club can
gather more members.
“What we really want tofocus on this
quarter is getting our participation up
and letting people know about [Food
with Spirit],” Orenstein said. “I have a
feeling that there’s a lot of interest but
it’s hard to get the word out when it’s
just the two of us.”
For students like senior Becca
Clark-Hargreaves, the mission of the
club reflects a lot ofthe values of other
peers at Seattle U.
“I think that as a university
community, there are a lot of good
resources available to students on
campus,” Clark-Hargreaves said.
“People end up focusing all of their
attention and energy on the campus
throughout their time at SU and not
being super cognizant or rooted in
the surrounding community and are
able to do that.”
Orenstein revealed that a possible
partnership between Food with
Spirit and the Seattle Food Rescue
may be brewing, which would be
beneficial in delivering the food to its
intended destination.
“I think that a club like this that
seeks to create these meaningful
connections with entities outside
themselves should be recognized
and more strongly advocated for,”
freshman Julia Bremington said.
“Their work is really inspiring.”
The club is striving to recruit more
people dedicated to their vision of
food justice and have planned many
events for this quarter. Their first
winter work party and meeting will
be held on Jan. 16 from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. at their garden located on
13th and Marion.
This quarter’s activities will also
include several film screenings that
revolve around food justice and
that seek to address certain issues
A head ofpurple kale grows in a garden outside the Student Center.
CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
A garden plot advertising lettuce, cilantro and arugula.
within our food systems, such
as sustainability.
“We want to specifically focus
on why local, sustainable produce
is so important,” Orenstein said.
“Hopefully [all our events] will inspire
people to remember us and come out
in the spring to help us garden and
do the work.”
Ifmember recruitment is successful,
the club has tentative plans to push
forwardandstarta cropofmicrogreens
in the greenhouse. Members could be
involved with the water schedule and
help grow a new garden, making room
for more donations.
“What started as a simple project
evolved into an organization that is
committed to growing and donating
food,” Thordsen said. “Food with
Spirit acts as a bridge between the
campus community and surrounding
community.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
NO INDICTMENT OF OFFICER UNSURPRISING AND DEVASTATING
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
Over a year after Officer Timothy
Loehmann shot and killed 12-year-
old Tamir Rice, a grand jury voted on
Dec. 28, 2015 not to indictLoehmann
for the child’s death.
Loehmann shot Rice outside of
the Cudell Recreation Center in
Cleveland on Nov. 22, 2014 after a 911
call reported a black male targeting
people with a gun. Nearby video
surveillance shows Rice playing with
whatwas later revealed tobe an airsoft
gun. Rice died later the next day.
The handling of the case has been
called into question, with the Rice
family attorney accusing prosecutor
Timothy McGinty of “abusing and
manipulating the grand jury process to
orchestrate avote against indictment,”
in a public statement.
“It is a much bigger issue than
just the police officer involved,” said
sophomore English major Taylor
Johnson. “[The shooting ofRice] was
clearly a mistake. It is unfortunate
that a single police officer is now
being blamed for the mistakes of the
whole department.”
“I’m not surprised by the outcome,”
said Tyrone Brown, a Student
Development staff member and the
coordinator for Moral Mondays at
SU, the Black Lives Matter initiative
on campus.
“IfTamir Rice had been a Caucasian
child the circumstances would have
been different, both in terms of
whether or not he would have been
shot, and how the case would have
been handled,” Brown said.
With the United States already
on edge about racially-motivated
police brutality, Cleveland and other
U.S. cities reacted to the decision to
not indict Loehmann with protests
calling for justice for Rice and other
victims like Michael Brown and Eric
Garner. While the protests differed
from city to city, the sentiment of
each movement was the same: the
deaths of black people at the hands of
police who are not held accountable
keeps happening.
“We live in a country where the
narrative in relation to black males
is very specific. [Loehmann and
McGinty] said that Rice looked like
a grown man. We have heard that
time and time again, so they can
literally treat someone who is a child
as an adult,” Brown said. “There is also
narrative in [Cleveland] in relation to
“THERE SEEMSTO BETHIS MENTALITYOF
JUST SHOOT NOW AND ASK QUESTIONS
LATER, AND [RICE’S DEATH] IS JUST AN
EXAMPLE OF THAT.” —TYRONE BROWN
the policing of black people in terms
of certain neighbors. So even before
the police came to that park there
was this understanding that it was a
‘dangerous’ place.”
The caller who reported Rice
stated towards the end of that call
that Rice was “probably a juvenile”
and that the gun was “probably
fake.” However, the dispatcher did
not relay this information to the
responding officers.
Loehmann was also deemed “unfit
for duty” by his previous department,
citing emotional issues. However, the
Cleveland Police Department did not
review his past when hiring.
Freshman political science major
SarahEaton thinksthatthe department
not reviewing Loehmann’s past
isconcerning.
“Rice’s death might have been
preventable if the department had a
more thorough vetting process when
hiring,” Eaton said.
The problems raised regarding
policing goes beyond just the
Cleveland Police Department’s
mistakes and can be seen in police
around the country.
“There seems to be this mentality of
just shoot nowand ask questions later,
and [Rice’s death] is just an example of
that,” said Brown.
According to Eaton, racism heavily
influences these immediate responses.
“These cops have to make split
second decisions, and ifa bias towards
a race is already present in their
minds that will affect how they react,”
Eaton said.
The conversation after Rice’s death is
a part of the larger examination in the
United States about how the criminal
TAMIR RICE
JUNE 25, 2002-NOVEMBER 23, 2014
JANUARY 15, 2016
justice system treats black people.
Brown believes changes can start
right here at Seattle University.
“There are people in relation to
our [Seattle University’s] law school,
criminal justice program, and ROTC
who are going to be dealing with these
issues. The values we have as a Jesuit
university, will they be a part of the
problem or solution?” Brown said.
“There is an opportunity for us as an
institution and our students to make
a direct impact on these very issues.”
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
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Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
Much more than the proud owner
of the two famous dachshunds
frequently seen trotting around Seattle
University’s campus, former Xavier
Hall Resident Director Deanne Liu
is a meaningful leader in the campus
community. After leaving residence
life at the end of fall quarter, she will
surelybe missed.
Just like her dogs Oscar and
Guinness, Liu’s presence seems to
bring nothing but joy and laughter to
those around her.
“Irememberall myfriends inXavier
freshmanyear loved the stafftheyhad,
especially Deanne,” junior Lauren
Young said. “Being a commuter, I
really liked hearing the stories they
would tell me about moving into a
great place with great people.”
Other thanbeing aresident assistant
herself, Liu had no prior experience
with housing and residence life. She
PHOTO COURTESY OF DEANNE LIU
Deanne Liu, former Resident Directorfor Xavier Hall, and her two dogs Oscar and Guinness.
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RESIDENT DIRECTOR LEAVES CAMPUS WITH LASTING IMPACT
NEWS
originally came from working in a
multicultural office in Santa Barbara
before stepping in and embarking on
her journey as a resident director at
Seattle U for just under three years.
Liu’s love for the Seattle U
community first came about when
she received her graduate degree from
the university
“In graduate school I felt very
broken. I didn’t know where I was in
my life and I was really trying to figure
out what my purpose was,” Liu said.
“When I came into this program and
to Seattle U, I felt this sense of love
and community that I’ve never felt
anywhere else.”
Liu confesses that one of the hardest
things about leaving Seattle U is not
being able to see all that she and her
staff were working toward come to
fruition. Driven by gratitude, she has
constantly strived to give back to the
community that she felt had given so
much to her.
Evident in how fondly fellow
residents and staff alike speak of her,
the impact Liu left inspired many
positive changes within those she
interacted with.
“I met Deanne last year [when] I
was a resident here and I had trouble
assimilating to college life and being
away from my family,” sophomore
desk assistant Jonathan Miranda said.
“She made it finally enjoyable to be
here. At one point I wanted to move
out of Xavier and she just made this
place feel like home.”
One aspect Liu prides herself on is
being able to contribute and nourish
the close-knit community found
at Xavier. Presented with plenty of
opportunities to transfer to different
residence halls, she always turned
them down in favor of cultivating
the relationships she had fostered at
the Global House.
“It was a lot of fun to work with
Deanne,” sophomore resident assistant
Sam Garcia said. “She genuinely
wants to know how you’re doing and
what you’re doing, and is good at
helping people grow and facilitating
that growth.”
Liu will now join the ranks of
former Xavier Hall resident directors,
that ofwhich include current director
ofthe Center for Student Involvement
Bernie Liang and current director of
the Office of Multicultural Affairs
Czarina Ramsay.
“We have had quite the legacy
of community building,” Liu said.
“What’s so special about Xavier is the
fact that we know everyone’s name.
We form these authentic relationships
and we try to be really intentional
about getting to know people.”
Having to leave behind the genuine
connections she has made has been
particularly difficult for Liu. She has
felt fulfilled in her position by being
able to mentor students.
“The reason why I wanted to work
in higher ed is because you make a lot
of decisions about who you want to
be. All along the way you make that
decision,”Liu said. “Where things have
friction and are hard, that’s where I
want to be. That’s the stuff that’s really
formative and good.
“
Liu currentlyworks at an elementary
school, helping them fundraise for
their endowment that helps with their
financial aid. Her time with the school
assists in giving kids the opportunity
to receive an education that they
might not be presented otherwise.
As she proceeds to take on new
endeavors, the hopes and dreams Liu
had for this community will continue
on in the love she had invested in
those she worked with.
“This Seattle University student
community is very unique. It’s so
important and beautiful,” Liu said. “I
have been so blessed and lucky to be a
part of [it].”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
AYDIAN DOWLING KICKS OFF WELLNESS CHALLENGE
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
With clouds looming all day and the
sun setting before 5 p.m., finding
motivation to go out and stay active
during winter quarter can be difficult.
Encouraging students, faculty, and
staff to take care of themselves this
winter, Seattle University’s Health and
Wellness Crew (HAWC) is sponsoring
the annual Anne Carragher
Wellness Challenge.
“It is easy to come back from
winter break and immediately feel
the stress of winter quarter, and that
gets overwhelming pretty quickly,”
said junior marketing major Keegan
Tasker, who is participating in
the challenge.
The six-week challenge is designed
to promote the wellness of the
Seattle U community through the
encouragement ofothers. Participants
create teams of four people who then
fill out daily scorecards about their
progress. The scorecard includes
exercising, nutritious eating, drinking
enough water, getting enough sleep
and even brushing your teeth twice
a day.
The challenge kicked offon Monday
with a motivational talk from Aydian
Dowling. Dowling is an FTM
transgender activist, vlogger, model
and owner of Point 5cc, a clothing
company that supports transgender
individuals. After competing in
Mens Health magazine’s “Ultimate
Men’s Health Guy” competition,
Dowling appeared on the November
2015 edition, making him the first
transgender person to be on the cover.
His talk was titled “My Journey to
Authenticity,” and gave an insight to
his transition and how he became
confident with who he is.
For Dowling, fitness helped him
connect with his body.
“I started training because I wanted
to look more masculine, I wanted
to identify with the body that was
looking back at me. For me, working
out is like mediation,” Dowling said.
“Working out was more of a mental
process than a physical process. The
hardest part when I started training
was forcing myself to look in the
mirror and lookback at myself.”
Stressing that wellness is more than
just physical, he then challenged his
audience members to go home, look
in the mirror and tell themselves
that they deserve happiness and are
worthy oflove.
“You are the first example of how
othersknow to love you. How you love
and treat yourself shows other people
how to treat you,” Dowling said.
Discussing confidence, Dowling
discussed his experience of being on
the cover of Men’s Health magazine.
“It was really hard to stand next to
those guys. I really had to believe in
myself,” Dowling said.
He also discussed the internal
and external negativity that people
experience when trying to make
changes in their lives.
“I am a man and I was born a
girl,” said Dowling. “I was told that
everything I am today I cannot be.”
Attendants of the event were moved
by Dowling’s journey.
“It is amazing to see what he isdoing
for trans* men and trans* masculine
folk,” said freshman Kel Clymer. “It
was verypowerful to hear him speak
about his journey and what he has
done to lovehis body and gender.”
While the goals of the Wellness
Challenge might seem simple, they
are meant to promote the holistic
wellness of a person in five categories:
physical, emotional, social, spiritual
and intellectual.
“From this challenge I want to
gain a sense of habits and better
understanding of where I fall short on
mental and physical wellness and try
to do better,” Tasker said.
At the end of each week, each team
member turns in their scorecard and
points are tallied up for each team.
At the end ofthe six weeks, the teams
will come together and awards will be
given out based on who has the most
points.
“It helps with stress to put yourself
and your needs first when school
is at the forefront of your brain,”
JANUARY 15. 2016
Tasker said.
The challenge was started in
1997 and is dedicated to Anne E.
Carragher, who was the first Director
of Recreational Sports—now known
as University Recreation. Carragher
passed away in 2006 after a fight with
breast cancer.
Freshman psychology major Jane
Rohr said she feels that doing the
challenge with her friends will help
her stay motivated.
“I wanted to focus on myself and
my personal needs and incorporate it
with other people,” Rohr said.
Students, faculty and staff can still
register teams online for the challenge
until Jan. 15.
The next event in the challenge is a
Goal Setting Session on Jan. 13, with
personal trainers available to discuss
how to set physical goals.
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
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Ducks pose an unprecedented Yikes! Did you just say that? Hurry Life is like the wind, always by your Find your focus by petting the
danger. Beware! and apologize. side. nearest dog.
“fa SCORPIO *£> AQUARIUS X TAURUS g) LEO
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Let go of what you must, even if it's You will find the answers while Go where your liver takes you. Balance comes in threes,
hard. sitting, especially under trees.
SAGITTARIUS ¥ PISCES Yf GEMINI VIRGO
iT* 11/22-12/21 2/20-3/20 JUL* 5/22-6/21 M 8/23-9/22
Your problems can be solved with Don't forget to eat your veggies, or WAKE UP! You're in a dream! Don't let THE BRAIN stop you.
Bowie songs. they'll eat you.
& ETC...
HAVE A SAFE VOYAGE HOME, BOWIE
MANDY RUSCH • THE SPECTATOR
TEH 10
10 BOWIE SONGS WITH
AN SU TWIST
(E) Sundborg Stardust
o Life on Campus?
0 Redhawk Years
0 Five Years Super Senior
0 Let's Dance Marathon
©Moonage Daydream InClass
o CAC people
0 Skybridge Man
O Where are we now?(12th and Jefferson)
Your Mom Sold the World
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THE FOG OF BIAS:
HOW AMERICANS FRAME VIOLENCE
A man in Oregon and his group of followers,
unhappy with land ownership laws, took over a
federal building on Jan. 2, vowing to stay there
indefinitely. Since then, the occupation has been
met with mixed response. Some call the group
protesters and farmers fighting for what they believe
in. Others see the threat of violence and label it
as terrorism.
Illustration of the malheur nation wildlife refuge
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Nick Turner
Staff Writer
The words terrorism and protest have
radically different connotations, and
yet, in light of the federal building
takeover last week in Oregon, many
have disagreed about which term
should be applied to the situation.
In 2015, the prison sentences of
two Oregon ranchers convicted of
arson were elongated, resulting in
outcry among other members of
their community. What began as a
civil protest less than two weeks ago
intensified when Ammon Bundy,
40, whose father drew national
attention in a standoffwith the federal
government in 2014, and a band of
farmers carrying guns tookcontrol of
a building on the Malheur National
Wildlife Refuge in Burns, Oregon.
“We will be here as long as it takes,”
Bundy told CNN by phone from
inside the federal building. “We have
no intentions of using force upon
anyone, [but] if force is used against
us, we would defend ourselves.”
Though no employees were present
during the occupation, and no one
was harmed, the group calling itself
Citizens for Constitutional Freedom
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has made it clear to police and media
that it will use force ifneeded.
Some are wondering why the group
is being referred to as occupiersrather
than as terrorists.
“Terrorist acts involve violence or
the threat of violence, and it seems
clear to me that there is a threat of
violence,” said professor emeritus
of history in the College of Arts and
Sciences, Daniel Bumstein. “I think
if they were Muslims or if they were
leftists, people would be screaming
terror, terror, terror.”
Bundy, the spokesman for the group,
said the occupation is a protest against
federal land ownership. Members of
the group believe the land should be
redistributed to whom they consider
its rightful owners—the American
people—so that farmers, miners
and loggers can benefit from its
natural resources.
“Thisrefuge—it has been destructive
to the people of the county and to the
people of the area. Theyare continuing
to expand the refuge at the expense of
the ranchers and miners,” Bundy told
CNN. “This is about taking the correct
stand without harming anybody to
restore the land and resources to the
people so people across the country
can begin thriving again.”
These claims were met with
heavy opposition.
Opposition came initially from the
environmentalistswho think the land
should be preserved, which is the
reason Theodore Roosevelt declared it
federal property in 1908.
Opposition then came from the
residents of Burns whose lives were
interrupted when a group of men
marched down the main streetoftheir
small town carryingrifles.
“In any group of protesters, there
are always people involved who are
using the cause in order to engage in
whatever type of violent or criminal
behavior,” said professor and chair of
criminal justice in the College of Arts
and Sciences, Jacqueline Helfgott.
“There are always people who are
going to look at it on TV, get up off
their couch and decide that it’s a cause
that they want to use as a smokescreen
for some sort of antisocial behavior
that they have a proclivity to
engage in.”
Opposition also came from
members of the Burns Paiute Tribe,
who regard the land as sacred and
can’t overlook the irony present when
Bundy says the group is taking back
what was stolen fromthem.
Bundy’s claims are quickly rejected
by those who believe the U.S.
government is better equipped to
maintain land for public use; many
of them belong to native tribes, like
those from the Paiute Tribe, who have
guaranteed access to thewildlife refuge
to gather plants to make traditional
baskets or seeds to make bread, or to
hunt or fish. Tribe leaders say Bundy
and his men are not welcome at the
sanctuaryand must leave.
“The right wing politicians in
this country have, for decades now,
made a punching bag of the federal
government,” Burnstein said. “Laws
change because people vote for those
changes as opposed to using guns to
settle matters.”
Whether or not Bundy and his men
have a just cause, their actions have
stirred media in all forms. Reporters
and journalists casually refer to
them as violent protesters, in some
cases using the term ‘militia,’ while
individuals on social media are quick
to condemn their behavior as an
act of terrorism.
“Media has their own definition,”
said criminal justice professor William
Parkin. “I would call them ideological
{1
"Terrorist acts involve violence or the
threat of violence, and it seems clear to
me that there is a threat of violence...!
think ifthey were Muslims or if they were 9
leftists, people would be screaming
extremistswho are breaking the law.”
According to Piper, the difference
between terms is not obvious and
could be reflective ofthe status quo.
“Different groups could describe
the same actions with different words
depending on their position socially
within power structures,” Piper said.
There is no general consensus on
the definition of terrorism. As Sami
Zeidan, an anchor and reporter for
A1 Jazeera once said, “Terrorism
easily falls prey to change that suits
the interests of particular states at
particular times.”
Consider how the Taliban and
Osama bin Laden were once called
freedom fighters (mujahideen) by
the CIA when they were resisting the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
Now theysit at the top of international
terrorist lists. The United Nations
regards Palestinians as freedom
fighters locked in a never-ending fight
against the occupation of their land,
yet Israelviews them as terrorists.
“The repercussion of the current
preponderance of the political over
the legal value of terrorism is costly’’
Zeidan said in an article for the
Cornell International Law Journal
published in 2003. “Leaving the war
against terrorism selective, incomplete
and ineffective.”
To Jose Chalit, junior film studies
major and theology minor, Bundy and
his men just seem like violent people.
“The idea of terrorism is to assert
power and domination through fear,”
Chalit said. “Protest I would define
as a reaction against an idea or some
sort of action that you personally, or
maybe a group, might not agree with.”
Since this situation leans heavily
on racial issues, some people believe
that the story would be framed in
a completely different—but still
predictable—way if Bundy and his
men were Muslims.
“The use of the word ‘terrorist’ in
this cultural climate is reserved for
non-white people. I think it makes
a lot of sense to apply that word [to
Bundy and his followers],” senior
sociology and English major Rebecca
Clark-Hargreaves said. “That’s a
group
of people that already have so
much social and political power that
moving to armed, direct action is
almost comical.”
Though this degree of extremism
is new, Bundy and his grievances
belong to an old issue led primarily
by politicians on the far right
who strongly oppose federal
land ownership.
“[Bundy and his followers] come
from an anti-government perspective.
They don’t see the federal government
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as legitimate,” Parkin said. “They
would see that what they’re doing is a
form of patriotism.”
For decades, members of Congress
have voiced their belief that all land
should belong to the state. This
occupation is a natural byproduct of
that conversation.
“The key to the concept of
constitutionalism, constitutional
government, going back to-the Magna
Carta and so on, and history, and the
idea of democracy,” Burnstein said,
“...is that you don’t use weapons to get
your way”
In the meantime, local law
enforcement is devising a way to end
this standoff peacefully. As Burnstein
said, this issue will be solved through
diplomacy, not violence.
“Hopefully they’ll see that they’ve
made a point, and peacefully vacate
the premises.”
Nick can be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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BOLLYWOOD DANCE CLASSES-NOT YOUR TYPICAL DANCE CLASS
Yesenia Varela
Volunteer Writer
Shambhavi Mehrotra can barely keep
her body frommoving when she hears
Indian music. If she is in public, one
might notice her fingers or her feet
tapping along perfectly to the distinct
sounds and rhythms performed
on the dhol, a type of drum, and
the sitar, a stringed instrument.
In private, however, she wont shy
away from moving every part of her
body—arms, legs and waist—while
Bollywood dancing.
Mehrotra, president of the Indian
Student Association, along with
other club members, decided to share
Bollywood dancing with Seattle
University by offering Bollywood
dance classes to students and faculty.
Starting in February, these
dance classes will be taught and
choreographed by a professional
Bollywood dancer every Sunday of
that month from 4-5 p.m. There is a
flat rate of $10 for those in attendance.
Mehrotra hopes that, because
Bollywood is embraced and culturally
ingrained in India, these classes will
evoke cultural awareness on campus
and be something everyone can
be part of.
“You don’t have to be part of a
culture to enjoy it,” Mehrotra said.
“You don’t have to be Indian to enjoy
the Indianculture.”
Compared with other forms of
dancing that have originated in India,
such as Kuchipudiand andManipuri—
both of which are technical and
challenging—Bollywood dancing is
easier. Because ofthis, no prerequisites
are required to sign up or to keep up
with the instructor.
“It’s very energetic, fun and
tiring,” Mehrotra said with regard to
Bollywood dance choreography.
For years, Mehrotra herself has
danced Bollywood style. She is not
able to dance much now because of
her busyschedule and regrets this fact,
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however, these classes will offer her
a chance for her to get back into the
flow of dancing whenever she hears
Indian music.
For now, ISA is putting the
professional Bollywood dancer in
charge of choosing the Indian music
for the classes, however, if the dance
classes are a success, students will be
able to recommend Indian song titles
in the future.
Mehrotra mentions how, in addition
to the benefits associated with
cultural learning, the classes will also
be a fun way to get in shape. Because
of the fast paced nature ofBollywood
dancing, dancers might start to get fit
without realizing it.
Hand movements and jumping are
the predominant moves in the dance.
For this reason, it is often compared
to Zumba, the dance incorporated
fitness program inspired by styles of
Latin American dance.
Junior Rayan Takemoto says she
would enroll in these classes because
of the relative correlation between
Bollywood and Zumba.
“I would take the classes because
I would do Zumba sometimes
and would like it because it’s a
way to exercise but still have fun”
Takemoto said.
Lately, Bollywood dance hasbecome
more mainstream. Not only are more
dance studios offering Bollywood
classes, but an increasing number
of popular television shows have
featured the style of dance, including
the American sitcom, “New Girl.”
“Bollywood dancing, no matter
what type of dancing, is an art and art
is associated with culture in general,”
said freshman Gloria Herrera.
Aside from educating Seattle U
students on an aspect of Indian
performing arts, offering Bollywood
dance classes will enable ISA to
get more recognition at Seattle U.
There are plenty of students who do
not know Seattle U has an Indian
Student Association
Junior Alyssa Gonzales had not
known about the club prior to hearing
about the dance classes and believes
they will go a long way towards
promoting ISA.
Depending on the turnout, ISA
anticipates growing its size and
planning grander events that further
allow students and faculty to get a
greater feel for Indian culture, such
as an event to celebrate Diwali, or
the Festival of Lights, which is a
Hindu celebration of lights that takes
place in the autumn in the northern
hemisphere or the spring in the
southern hemisphere.
As the first Sunday of Feb. draws
near, more information regarding
the exact setting of these classes will
become available for all who wish to
enroll.
Several students are already looking
forward to these classes, like Herrera.
“It would probably be a lot of fun
because I think dancing is fun and
an enjoyment and it is a way to stay
active but with a group of friends,”
Herrera said.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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CONSTRUCTING A CONTROVERSY... WITH LEGOS
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
When I was a high schooler, checking
out great, but oftentimes banned
books like “1984,” “Catch-22” and
“The Great Gatsby” always made me
feel that I was somehow sticking it-to
the man. The commitment to freedom
of imagination and expression is
deeply embedded in our national
psyche and is a right protected by the
First Amendment. The core values of
the First Amendment are driving one
artist to highlight issues concerning
freedom of expression in his
own work.
Ai Weiwei is a Chinese
contemporary artist and activist. His
popular works tend to incite political
discussion and explore themes
concerning social issues and politics.
His work, however inflammatory
and divisive it may sometimes be,
represents a style of art that is not
afraid to challenge convention and
incite emotional responses in his
audience. This ability to create without
regard for the negative reactions it
might receive is perhaps his greatest
artistic gift.
Most recently, Weiwei has been
making headlines in the Seattle
area for his conflict with a major
American corporation, Lego, and he’s
pulling no punches in his pursuit of
artistic justice.
After Lego refusedto sell bulkorders
of their product to Weiwei, he began
speaking out against the company
and its practices, accusing them of
censorship. He has begun collecting
Legos through alternative means.
At the Seattle Asian Art Museum,
patrons are being urged to donate
their spare Legos by dropping them
off inside of Weiwei’s most recent
piece, an empty BMW parked outside
the museum. The piece was conceived
mostly for the purposes of collecting
Legos for his next project, which
will use the pieces for the purpose of
political expression.
Robert Aguirre, creative writing
professor at Seattle University,
mentioned some of Weiwei’s best
artistic qualities—includinghis ability
The driver's seat of the BMW, overflowing with Lego donations. CAM peters • the spectator
to create work without regard for the
negative reactions it might inspire
in some entities (like Lego) —when
discussing what makes a good artist.
“One of the problems today, as
I encounter it with young writers,
[is that] they are hypersensitive to
pleasing everyone, therefore I find
them relatively incapable of writing
anything,” Aguirre said. “Whether
you’re a teacher, artist, musician a
scientist... if your only reason for
doing what you do is for others, I
think that’s almost the antithesis of
what it means to be an artist and a
creator individually. I think an artist
gives birth to something, and puts it
out into the world, and at that point
it’s up to everyone else to evaluate and
judge its merits, to celebrate it or not.”
Weiwei does just this with his art.
That is, he gives birth to work that
is potentially unpopular without
concern for its potential unpopularity,
caring instead for the fact that it
incites deep thought and feeling in his
audience, be it positive or negative.
Following Lego’s refusal to sell
Weiwei their product, the artist
proceeded to share dozens of portraits
depicting political detainees, built
from Lego bricks, that originally
appeared as part of his 2014 show
“Trace” at Alcatraz, the once famous
prison. Included in the portraits are
Nobel laureate Aung San Suu Kyi, who
leads the opposition pro-democracy
party in Myanmar and Saudi citizen
Shaker Aamer, who was detained
by the U.S. at the military prison at
Guantanamo Bay for 13 years without
charges and recently was returned
to the U.K.
Following the Lego motto “inspire
imagination and keep building,”
Weiwei is going to continue to produce
work using the little plastic bricks.
His focus, however, has changed
from a Lego-rendered re-creation of
his famed triptych Dropping a Han
Dynasty Urn to “a new work to defend
freedom of speech and ‘political art.’”
“In cases where we receive requests
for donations or support for projects—
such as the possibility of purchasing
Lego bricks in large quantities—where
we are made aware that there is a
political context, we therefore kindly
decline support,” a spokesman for
Lego told the Guardian in response to
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the artist’s allegations,
The ACLU describes censorship as
“the suppression of words, images,
or ideas that are offensive,’ [and it]
happens whenever some people
succeed in imposing their personal
political or moral values on others.
Censorship can be carried out by
the government as well as private
pressure groups.”
While Lego isn’t legally required
to sell the artist anything they don’t
want to, the company’s refusal has
led to an international controversy
that has parked itself in the heart of
VolunteerPark.
Legos for Ai Weiwei can be donated
at the Seattle Asian Art Museum.
During museum hours visitors can
dump them directly into the exhibit,
a silver BMW parked in front of the
museum. Patrons can then, visit the
museum which features hundreds of
works of art new and old, including
the newly acquired “Ai Weiwei’s
Colored Vases.”
Jarrodmay be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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NEW FILM CLUBS STOP, COLLABORATE & WATCH
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
It could come as quite a shock to some
that, until about a month ago, there
had been no film clubs or societies
on campus at Seattle University. This
is especially surprising since the Film
Studies program has been steadily
growing for the past decade. But
last quarter, two film clubs started
on campus to allow film buffs and
cinephiles to explore their interests.
The two clubs are working together
to bring students films that they might
not have seen—or even heard of.
The presidents of the two clubs—
Aniello De Angelis of Cryptic
Celluloid and Devin Allen of SU
Film Club—had never met prior to
this academic year, but their mutual
interest in film has brought them
together and helped create Seattle
University’s first film clubs. Though
the clubs operate under different
names, they will run symbiotically
from different locations on campus.
Cryptic Celluloid will operate out of
the Wyckoff Auditorium, while SU
Film Club will show movies in the
Media Production Center. This means
that, though they are different in name
and location, theyare both showcasing
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movies of similar genresand themes.
Devin Allen wants the club duo to
foster and promote deep thought in
its members.
“The movies aren’t chosen willy-
nilly. We want the films to spark
conversation,” he said. “It may not be
after the movie, but it could still be in
people’s heads.”
As Faculty Adviser to Cryptic
Celluloid, Catherine Clepper is
excited that there is now a space on
campus for students to see films and
discuss them.
“Watching movies as a group is
the best way to see any film, both in
the present moment and afterwards
when you can decompress and talk
about [them],” Clepper said. “There
seems to be an excitement about
people spending their extracurricular
time... watching movies and
discussing them.”
The presidents of both clubs have
no intention ofshowing substantively
weak films. They want hard-hitting,
rich films that evoke thought-
provoking discussions. Their first
series was focused on unknown
musicals and featured the bleak Lars
Von Trier film, “Dancer in the Dark,”
which was then offset by Jacque
Demy’s “Umbrellas of Cherbourg.”
Last quarter, discussions immediately
followed the films and were held in
WyckoffAuditorium on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m.
Following the series of musicals,
the groups concluded fall quarter
with a series of Road Films, featuring
Alfonso Cuaron’s “Y Tu Mama
Tambien,” Wim Wender’s “Paris,
Texas” and Monte Heilman’s “Two-
Lane Blacktop.” These films are, as De
Angelis puts it, “The obscure, unloved
and forgotten.”
Showing films likethese and inciting
conversation takes effort and requires
notably more effort a than watching
Netflix in one’s pajamas, but Clepper
has faith in potential attendees.
“I think people are more willing
to put the time and energy into
digesting a film ifthey do it in public,”
she explained. “It’s not like you’re in
your room wearing your pajamas. I
think that litde bit of effort exerted
by putting your shoes on and walking
to Wyckoff is exactly what your
brain needs in order to digest more
obscure films.”
De Angelis and Allenhave big plans
for winter quarter and have teased
themes like “Brothers and Sisters,” a
series that would examine films that
have suggestive sibling relationships,
such as Steve McQueen’s “Shame” or
“Men with Swords.” Both films and the
subsequent discussions will examine
the phallic imagery ofswords in films.
In other words, they aren’t trying to
please crowds with sugar-coated and
easy movies; they’re going to challenge
their viewers, not only to exit their
comfort zones, but also to discover
a new love for film and find hidden
gems that might not have otherwise
crossed theirminds.
Announced during the first week
ofthe quarter, their new series, which
will run from Jan. 5-14, focuses on
unique serial killer films. Movies such
as Terrence Malick’s “Badlands” and
the gritty “Man Bites Dog” are set to
send attendees into both philosophical
thinking as well as shocking them
all the same. Following that, a series
entitled “Crazy Romance” will take
viewers through some greatfilms such
as “Something Wild” and “Pierrot
le Fou.”
For more information, those
interested can “Like” the respective
group’s Facebook pages.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
ART OF ALZHEIMER’S EXHIBIT DISMANTLES STIGMA
ArtofAlzheimer’sfeatures art done byAlzheimer’s patients, located in the Anne Focke Gallery in Seattle City Hall. KYLE kotani •the spectator
Shelby Barnes
StaffWriter
“My mother Jane, started suffering
from dementia when she was 89 and
I kept sharing her art with people,”
said Marilyn Raichle, the founder of
a new exhibit on display at City Hall
entitled, “Art of Alzheimer’s.” On
Jan. 7, the doors of City Hall opened
to the general public as the Art of
Alzheimer’s exhibit made its debut.
Those who attended saw 50 different
paintings done by individuals with
Alzheimer’s and dementia ranging
between the ages of 60 and 101. In a
room full of people, it is hard not to
feel the emotional heaviness that this
exhibit expresses, and yet, there is a
glimmer of hope in the work as well.
“More and more people wanted to see
her art, and the reason more and more
wanted to see her art was because there
was that rare story about Alzheimer’s
and dementia that was full of hope
and joy as opposed to the prevailing
narrative, which was sadness and
loss,” Raichle said.
The artists who debuted their work
each have a story and each story
differs from the other despite all
of the featured artists share the life
altering condition. The heaviness in
the room comes from knowing and
understanding that all these artists
suffer from memory loss, which
worsens as time continues. Admiring
artwork while also understanding
that the artist behind it is slowly
deteriorating provides room for
thought.
Raichle noted that, though people
often have the initial inclination to
feel upset over the affect Alzheimer’s
has on individuals, it is exactly this
feeling that the exhibit is seeking to
dismantle. Instead of perpetuating
the negative stigmas attached to the
condition, Raichle hopes the art
might bring about a greater awareness
and understanding of the disease.
Raichle came to this realization after
her mother Jane, who inspired Raichle
to put on the exhibit, fell victim
to Alzheimer’s.
Through art, Raichle foundapositive
response to her mother’s diagnosis
and it wasn’t until a year ago, during
another art exhibit at City Hall related
to mental illness, that Raichle became
inspired to do an exhibit dedicated
to Alzheimer’s.
Raichle’s end goal is to create a
community that is not only better
educated on Alzheimer’s, but also
more friendly.
“The end goal for all of us is to
create a more dementia-friendly city.
The more people living with dementia
can stay engaged and active, and the
more engaged they can stay in their
communitythe better,” Raichle said.
The hope Raichle had for a strong
community turnout has already
begun, reaching even the youth of the
Seattle community. Sophomore Sam
Morse was one ofthe attendees of the
event. Morse had a family member
who suffered from Alzheimer’sand he
was impressed to see an exhibit that
was dedicated to bringing awareness
to it.
“I think it is really cool that they
are doing this. Not many understand
Alzheimer’s disease and how many
people it does affect and bringing
awareness is something that I do agree
we should be doing.
“
The Art of Alzheimer’s exhibit will
be open to the public at city hall until
Friday, Feb. 26. Afterwards, it will
travel to Harborview medical center,
the dates asto when it will be open are
not yet disclosed.
Shelby may be reached at
sbames@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: SAVAGE BEAUTY
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
Wow. What a movie.
“The Revenant” is more of an
experience thananything else. The film
follows a lone man through the vast,
desolate coldness of awe-inspiring
landscapes, wintry wastelands and
rushing rivers across Montana and
South Dakota.
At its most basic level, Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarritu’s “The Revenant”
is about survival—man vs. nature —
as it builds the environment into its
own character that humans encroach
on and try to tame. As cruel as it
is beautiful, the environment is
depicted as being adversarial as any
character seen on the big screen in
recent memory.
Biting cold, avalanches, frozen
rivers and vicious bears are at
contention with Hugh Glass, played
by an impressive Leonardo DiCaprio,
as he trudges through miles of frozen,
inhospitable lands in order to seek
revenge on the man who murdered
his son and left him for dead. There
are some thrilling moments,but there
is also a lot of crawling, walking and
running, which for some might make
watching this movie as much of a trek
to get through as it is for Glass.
Within minutes ofthe films opening,
a truly jaw-dropping spectacle occurs.
In what is only a small fraction of
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this 156-minute work of art, a pulse-
pounding, magnificently orchestrated
tracking shot ushers the audience
through a battle between fur-trappers
and Natives. The scene demonstrates
Inarritu’s incredible direction (proven
in 2015’s “Birdman”) and Emmanuel
Lubezki’s genius cinematography.
It is two masters at work, and they
given the audience an unforgettable
experience that begs to be seen on the
big screen.
There were about five times
throughout the course of the movie
where I caught myself actually
holding my breath. While it can be
overwhelming to the senses at first,
Inarritudoeshis best tonot complicate
things with voice-overs, narration, or
much dialogue at all for that matter. A
few instances ofsubtitled narration go
by almost unnoticed as the audience
is constantly drawn to the majesty of
the environment.
Inarritu’s vision of the American
wilderness is both grim and grand.
It is a vision that is not easy to digest,
even though it boasts immaculate
cinematography (all done with
natural light) and some of the most
gorgeous imagery ever seen on film.
Dismemberment, arrows through the
neck, castration, scalping andrape fill
the movie with pain and suffering,
all the more accentuated by Glass’
struggle through the unforgiving
lands. Brief moments of reprieve
appear funny—not only because
they are funny, but because they
allow the audience a break from the
intensity of the suffering Glass faces
throughout the film.
As most—if not all—ofthe reviews
will say, DiCaprio gives the film his all.
From actually eating raw bison liver,
to crawling through snowy forests,
to brutal fights, he gives this role
everything he’s got. It’s no surprise
that he claims this is his most taxing
performance ever. Many people forget
that acting is more than just reciting
lines from a script. There is never
insight into DiCaprio’s head, but his
performance makes it clear to the
audience what he is thinking of—
survival and revenge.
While his presence alone carries
the audience through most of the
film, the man Glass is tracking also
presents, in some ways, a more
interesting character. Don’t get me
wrong, Leo’s performance is deserving
of all of the recognition it is getting,
but Tom Hardy’s performance as John
Fitzgerald, the film’s antagonist, is also
magnificent and one that has been
completely overshadowed in order to
market the film as “Leo’s greatest.”
From the onset, his actions are
almost understandable.Like Glass, he
is struggling for survival and will do
anything to get out of the unrelenting
wild. Even though we know he wants
toleave Glass behind afterhis horribly
gruesome bear attack, he goes as
far as to stay behind and watch over
him (albeit for a nominal fee), but
his survival instinct gets in the way.
Hardy imbues Fitzgerald with the
same sort of malice that has become
his signature in Hollywood, but then
sends him down a self destructive
spiral that shows the primal workings
present in all animals trying to survive
in nature.
The savage beauty of“The Revenant”
lingers on even after the credits roll.
While humans may populate the film,
they are really just animals. Primal
instincts take over as the audience is
ushered through one being’s quest
to get the vengeance he believes
he deserves. It is not an easy pill to
swallow and it will test the limits of
most audience members; however,
if given time and patience, “The
Revenant”—with its breathtaking
visuals, stunning performances and
bestial themes—is a film that rewards
in spades. It is a masterpiece.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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SPORTS
BONVICINI NETS 700TH WIN, REDHAWKS SWEEP HOME STAND
Will McQuilkin
A&E Editor
The new North Court in the Connolly
Center at Seattle University saw
some awesome early season action
on Saturday with the Redhawks
capturing a win over the visiting
Chicago State Cougars. The win also
marked a career milestone for Seattle
U head coach, Joan Bonvicini, given
that the win was the 700th victory of
her illustrious career.
With the win, Bonvicini became just
the 17th Division I coach to reach the
milestone, and the 22nd coach across
all divisions to notch 700 career wins.
“I’m really a person that lives in the
moment, but now that it’s happened,
it’s a big honor and is very humbling,”
Bonvicini said. “I’m very thankful
for the wonderful people who have
played for me and, as much as I hope
I’ve had an impact on them, they’ve
had an even bigger impact on me. I’ve
The Seattle U Redhawks took on the Chicago State Cougars in the newly renovated
Connolly Center
now worked at three great schools
and when you’re a basketball coach,
you work really hard but I feel very
privileged to do something I love and
that I have a passion for. It keeps me
young, I have a wonderful job.”
The Redhawks outplayed the
Cougars through all four quarters,
even if the score didn’t always reflect
that fact. While the lead flip flopped
all the way through the third quarter,
Seattle U outshot Chicago State from
mid-range the entire game, and while
the Cougars managed to drain a
higher percentage of threes prior to
the half, the Hawks came out strong in
the fourth, going on a 17-0 run in the
final quarter to stay in the win column
and complete a 2-0 home stand.
Despite strong play from the
Redhawks in the opening half, the
Cougars ended the first half with a
two point lead after a pair of jump
shots found the bottom of the basket
in the final two minutes of the second
quarter. The Hawks were thus down
29-27 going into their locker room.
The Cougars held the lead and
extended it to five points halfway
into the third, however, Seattle U
responded thanks to a four-point play
from Kaylee Best with just one minute
left in the period. Senior forward
Cydnee Ceballos proceeded to drain
a shot from outside just 42 seconds
later, giving the Redhawks a three-
point lead, 42-39, as the third quarter
drew to a close.
The fourth was, as aforementioned,
a bit of a blowout. While the Cougars
managed to tie the game up thanks
to a jump shot and a split pair of
free throws from Layne Murphy, the
Hawks slammed the door, locked it
and threw away the key when they
scored 17 straight points over five
minutes. Chicago State drained one
more three, but the effort proved
futile and Seattle U closed out a 59-45
victory on their new home court.
KYLE KOTANI · THE SPECTATOR
Guard Delanie Parry looksfor a teammate topass to.
Senior Taelor Ross led the Hawks
with 17 points, while Murphy led the
Cougars with a team high 14 points.
Seattle U also shot 69.2 percent from
the stripe, a much better percentage *
than the Cougars 45.5 percent.
Thus, Seattle U ended their two
game home stand by sweeping the
competition and will take to the road
once more for a single game down
California way. They will be taking
on Bakersfield on Saturday before
continuing south to New Mexico,
where they will face New Mexico
State. Seattle U will wrap up the road
trip against University of Texas- Rio
Grande Valley.
Will can be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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LACES OUT: SEAHAWKS FREEZE MINNESOTA
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
On a brisk minus 6 degree day, the
Minnesota Vikings seemed to have
the game iced up.
With just 26 seconds left, the
Vikings were lining up for what
would have been the game winning
field goal. Minnesota kicker Blair
Walsh was already3 for 3 in the frigid
conditions, with makes from 22, 43
and 47 yards. Unfortunately for the
Vikings, their luck ran out and Walsh
hooked the kick wide left, and the
Seahawks outlasted Minnesota 10-9.
“This was really a survival game for
both teams,” Seahawks head coach
Pete Carroll said.
And survive they did. For the
first three quarters, Seattle failed
to get much of anything going on
offense, with their first points of
the game coming in the fourth
quarter. Quarterback Russell Wilson
connected with Doug Baldwin for a
3-yard score.
Perhaps more notable than the
touchdown was the play that got the
Seahawks into scoring position. On
first down from Minnesota’s 39-yard
line, Wilson fumbled the snap. After
20 Sports
recovering and scrambling around,
Wilsonheaved it downfield to awide-
openTylerLockett who took offdown
the left side for a 35-yard gain.
“Somehow Russell works his
magic and delivers the ball to Tyler
Lockett....that’s what we needed in
orderforus to get back into the game,”
Baldwin said.
Teammate Christine Michael
also chimed in on Wilson’s play
making ability.
“He’s one of the best doing it, he’s
a guy that can freestyle back there,”
Michael said. “ If it’s a bad snap he’s
going to pick it up and make a play.”
On the ensuing drive, Seattle safety
Kam Chancellor forced Minnesota
running back Adrian Peterson to
fumble deep in their own territory.
Kicker Steven Hauschka would end
the drive with a 46-yard field goal,
giving the Seahawks a 10-9 lead.
Weather certainly factored into
Sunday’s outcome. At kickoff, the
temperature was a balmy minus 6
degrees with a windchill of minus
25, good for the third coldest game in
NFL history.
“It was all good until my eyelashes
froze,” Seattle cornerback Richard
Sherman said. “Then you kind of
realized that it might be kind of cold
out here.”
When it’s that cold, normal plays
become more difficult. For starters,
the air pressure in the ball decreases
from the standard 12.5 PSI to about
8.5 or 9 PSI.
“They’re not allowed to heat the
footballs or anything,” Hauschka
said. “The balls are basically flat.
When you’re kicking a flat ball, it just
doesn’t go very far.”
This showed up in the passing game
as well, as balls seemed to hang in the
air longer than normal and Wilson
just didn’t have the zip that he usually
has on his passes. Sherman noticed
that the weather affected the passing
game for both teams.
“The ball wouldn’t sail,” Sherman
said. “It wouldn’t fly like it usually
does, it would kind of die off.”
The adverse conditions showed up
in the box score. Wilson finished the
day just 13-of-26 for 142 yards with
one touchdown and one interception.
Vikings quarterback Teddy
Bridgewater finished 17-of-24 for 146
yards with no touchdowns.
Seattle will travel to Charlotte, N.C.,
to take on MVP front runner Cam
Newton and the rest of his Carolina
Panthers in a week six rematch that
found Seattle on the losing end, 27-
23. Kickoff is set for 1:00 p.m. EST
Sunday, Jan. 17.
Aroundthe League
Seattle wasn’t the only team who
escaped with awin during Wild Card
Weekend. The Pittsburgh Steelers
found themselves behind 16-15, after
having ledmostofthegame. However,
the Cincinatti Bengals completely
melted down, giving up two 15-yard
penalties on the last drive, allowing
the Steelers to kick the gamewinning
field goal for a final score of 18-16.
The Kansas City Chiefs, Seattle’s
old AFC West rival, went on the road
and put on an absolute beatdown on
the Houston Texans, beating themby
a final of 30-0
Finally, the Green Bay Packers
finally started looking like the team
we all thought they would be. Green
Bay went on the road and pulled out
a win over Washington, 35-18. The
Packers’ win marked the first time in
NFL history that all four road teams
won during the wild cardround.
AJ can be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
WRITERS WANTED
Are you interested in a career in
sports journalism? Do you have a
passion for sports and need an outlet
to talk about it? Come volunteer for
The Spectator! The sports section
is currently looking for volunteer
writers. This is a great opportunity
to hone your interviewing skills,
sit courtside at a game, and talk
to athletes and coaches. If you are
interested, come to a Monday night
assignment meeting or email AJ at
sports@su-spectator.com
Cheers,
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
TIME OUT SESSION: WILMA AFUNUGO
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s womens
basketball team player Wilma
Afunugo has been nominated to
receive the National Association of
Basketball Coaches (NABC) Good
Works award for her achievements
as a leader both on and off the
court. Nominees for this award are
chosen based off their community
involvement and volunteerism and
their aim to create a better society.
Afunugo displays these distinctive
qualities through her volunteer
work at Harborview Medical Center,
where she assists patients in the ICU,
creating a home away from home for
the patients.
“I really like doing that a lot, just
interacting with them, it’s really
eye opening for me to see that.”
Afunugo said.
A junior cell and molecular biology
major, Afunugo sees her work at
Harborview as helping her get closer
to her dream ofbecoming a doctor.
“It’s really helped me see what my
future holds and also see what people
go through on the daily, because
MEN’S HOOPS OPEN CONFERENCE PLAY
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
The Seattle Universitymen’s basketball
team opened conference play on the
road last week, with games against the
UniversityofMissouri-KansasCityand
Chicago State.
Starting at UMKC, the Redhawks
were playing from behind from the
outset as the Kangaroos jumped out
to an early 13-2 lead. Seattle U would
battle back after freshman center
Aaron Menzies came off the bench
and scored six straight points, closing
the gap to just five.
However, Missouri-Kansas City
would battle back, and outscored
the Redhawks 11-5 over the last six
minutes of the first half, giving the
sometimes we’re just confined in our
world and don’t want to see what
actually happens in the real world,
Afunugo said. “It makes me work
harder in class, because I really want
to strive to be that person that helps”
Afunugo plans to take a year
off after graduating from Seattle
U, where she will later apply for
medical school and then residency.
In her year off, Afunugo hopes to be a
scribe, otherwise known as a doctor’s
assistant. If all goes to plan, Afunugo
sees this as a way to discern what her
dreams have in store for her.
Afunugo’s basketball career first
started in the seventh grade. It wasn’t
until eighth grade that she realized
she had real potential in the sport and
decided to pursue it. Afunugo played
throughout high school and seeing
the opportunities that the Seattle U
coaching staff and basketball team
offered, chose to continue playing
basketball at Seattle U. Since attending
Seattle U, Afunugo has noticed herself
becoming a better player.
“I felt like in high school, my
basketball IQ wasn’t all that great, but
coming here you learn whole different
ways to play basketball that you
Kangaroos a lead of 38-26 heading
into the half.
In the second half, Seattle U was
able to cut the lead to eight thanks
to a three-pointer from junior guard
Manroop Clair. However, UMKC
went on a 16-4 run over the next six
minutes, opening up a 20-point lead
at 59-39.
Seattle U would surge back with a
run oftheir own, Outscoring Missouri-
Kansas City 11-2 late in the game,
but the Kangaroos finished the game
8-for-8 from the free throw line to ice
the game.
“We made too many unforced
errors in the first 10 minutes and dug
ourselves into a big hole, which you
cannot do on the road,” Seattle U head
coach Cameron Dollar said.
thought you knew... brand new ways
to play and I like that a lot,” Afunugo
said.
Afunugo expressed that in high
school, you learn how to play, but not
why you should play it. In college,
though, she has found thather coaches
have explained the reasoning behind
the plays and not only focused on her
skills but also on her strength both
physically and mentally, which have
improved her skills as a player.
“Lifting is a big aspect of college,
just getting stronger for me was very
important... andI feel like our strength
and conditioning coaches have really
helped me with that and I think that’s
one I needed a lot, transitioning from
high school to college,” Afunugo said.
When Afunugo isn’t on the court or
giving her time at the ICU, she enjoys
unwinding like most others would.
She can be found watching movies,
three of her favorites being D’Jango,
12 Years a Slave and the Dark Knight,
or listening to music. Afunugo enjoys
a variety of genres ranging from hip-
hop to country.
Afunugo excels both on court and
in the classroom. Driven with focus
and confidence, she aims to always
Clair finished the game as the
leading scorer with 20 points, shooting
7-of-I6 and 4-of-ll from three-
point range. Junior guard Brendan
Westendorf finished with 17 points
on 5-for-15 shooting and 3-of-8 from
three-point range.
The second half of the road trip
was a little more favorable for the
Redhawks. After jumping out to an
early 11-1 lead, Seattle kept their foot
on the gas pedal and never gave up the
lead. Anotherbig 10-1 scoring run by
Seattle U put the Redhawks up big
heading into half with a score of 34-
15, the fewest points allowed in a half
so far this season.
“We came out right away,
competed, and made some shots
early,” Dollar said.
“ We were really
JANUARY 13, 2016
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Wilma Afunugo
give it her all, pushing herself both
physically and mentally. If she were
to be remembered for one thing,
Afunugo hopes it would be for her
hard work. “I never go 50 percent or
75 percent, always 100.”
Shelby can be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
good defensively throughout the
game, and we were able to finish
it...I am pleased with the overall
team effort.”
Senior Jack Crook and sophomore
Jadon Cohee led Seattle U (7-9, 1-1
WAC) in scoring with 12 points
each, while Westendorf netted
11 points with five rebounds and
four assists.
Seattle Us next game will be at
home to take on CSU Bakersfield (12-
5, 2-0 WAC) this Saturday, Jan. 16 at
Key Arena. Tip off is set for 7:30.
AJ can be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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BOWIE, HE’S IN SPACE
In 1972 a starman flew down from on high, hips gyrating, red hair flying. With
a strum of his hand and a wink of his eye he stopped—and sold—the whole
world, changing the face of music and society forever. Yet David Bowies legacy
doesn’t lie in his sales, his outrageous tours,his provocative outfits, or even inhis
incredible music. Bowie will live on forever immortalized in his message: live
for yourself, and don’t give a damn what anyone else says. He lived that in every
aspect of his life. He shook Rock and Roll culture to its core, bending gender
in a macho hard rock scene and giving birth to not only the glam movement
but to artists like Marilyn Manson and Iggy Pop. He was one of the first openly
queer musicians of his time, who gave a voice to the bisexual community. He
challenged race in mainstream music, publicly critiquing MTV for shunning
what he saw as fantastically talented black musicians. He reinvented himself
time and time again, from Ziggy Stardust to the Thin White Duke and finally to
the haunting and prophetic Blackstar—a cult like characterrevealed on his final
album ofthe same name, released Jan. 7, three days before his death on Jan. 10.
He lived for himself, those he loved, and for the pure joyof artistic innovation.
Yet for us—his fans, his kooks, his rebels—he was like a light in a storm.
Bowie called out to the strange, the weirdos, those children spit on as they tried
to change their world. He taught us that no matter what, we are wonderful,
just the way we are. For the girl standing defiant before a mirror with a pair
of scissors and a clump of hair, the human in bright blue jeans falling in love
under the serious moonlight, the young boy belting out the lyrics to ‘Rock n
Roll Suicide’ wearing his mother’s bright red lipstick, for us Bowie was our hero,
our starman. And I like to think, that somewhere up there in that greatbig gig
in the sky, Ziggy is still playing that guitar.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofMelissa Lin, Chris Salsbury, Jenna Ramsey, Jason Bono, Will McQuilkin, Lena Beck, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Sally Underwood. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the
authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
WANT TO SEE YOUR PHOTOS IN THE PAPER?
TAG iP'SEATTLESPECTATOR ON INSTAGRAM
FOR A CHANCE TO BE CHOSEN!!!
OPINION
-Jason Bono, News and ManagingEditor
OBAMA’S FORWARD-LOOKING SOTU
President Barack Obama’s last State of the Union Address was one of his most
eloquent and heartfelt speeches to date. It was uplifting, optimistic and tinged
with unhidden regret. While at times his speech seemed overly ambitious and
idealistic, it took on an appropriately forward-looking tone we would hope to
see in Obama’s last address, and will serve as a good leaping off point for our
next president.
He spoke on many of the key issues that we all expected and demanded him
to speak on, such as criminal justice reform, gun violence, raising the minimum
wage, dealing with drug abuse and the need to go after terrorist networks. But
he also fulfilled our hopes of touching on the oftentimes overlooked, but equally
important topics such as paid maternity leave and Pre-K education for all.
One ofthe most admirable aspects of the address is how Obama so unabashedly
statedhis greatest failures.
“It’s one of the few regrets ofmy presidency, that the rancor and suspicion
between the parties has gotten worse instead of better,” he said. He added that
perhaps a more gifted president with the talents ofLincoln or Roosevelt might
have betterbridged the divide.
Whilehis speech gave us few answers or solutions to the problems he mentioned,
it echoed his sentiments duringhis 2008 presidential campaign—that Americans
must to work together to fix the problems of our nation.
Yes, Obama’s speech was optimistic andideologically driven, but I find it difficult
to fault him for that. As I listened to his speech, I could not help but thinkhis
intentions were less about summarizinghis prior accomplishments and goals for
the remainder of his term, and more about setting the tone for what the public
should look for in our next leader.
-MelissaLin, Editor in Chief
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ASKING
FOR A FRIEND
HeyFam!
Welcome to Asking for a Friend! It’s your new guidance counselor Carlos
Rodriguez here and I’ve been working hard trying to revamp this section so
please invite your friends.
I’m really bad at introductions but here’s the basic gist of who I am. I am
currently a junior studying Public Affairs (recently switched from cell and
molecular biology which was probably for the best) and I come from Atlanta,
Georgia. I’m a big fan of ocean critters like whales and sea turtles, but also enjoy
our friendly neighborhood rat friends.
I hope that you can all find some guidance though this column so please feel
free to submit any questionsyou may have or better, questions your friends may
have. I’ll be sure to use my extensive knowledge and experience to help you
through your shenanigans, although I can’t guarantee it’ll be the best advice.
Hope to hear from y all soon!
HUMANS OFSU
BY ALEXA MCCONVILLE
Alyssa Lau: "I'm starting to realize what it
means when things are only temporary. I'm
starting to realize what it means to have
temporary friends, temporary acquaintances)
bosses, and romantic interest. The gravity of
that is terrifying and something I've never
really wanted to...
by CarlosRodriguez
OSCAR WATCH WITH SCOTT
BY SCOn JOHNSON
Hey everyone, I hope your Holidays were fun and that you got to see a few movies (even if one of those
was "Star Wars"). This Sunday, the 10th, is the Golden Globes, the first major stop on the way to the
biggest movie awards shows of the year—the Oscars. Today, I outline my predictions...
CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE COLUMNS PUBLISED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK!
HERE’S A GLIMPSE INTO A FEW..
.
Q.
Anonymous: Ifmy boyfriend and I broke up a week ago when
• is an appropriate amount oftime to wait before hitting up his
• cool single uncle I met once??
A
Probably not anytime soon. You might want to wait some time so
• things don’t get weird. What ifyour ex saw you with his uncle at
• a family gathering? Talk about awkward. However, you did break
up with your boyfriend for a reason (I’m assuming) and you are
clearly thinking abouthis cool AND single uncle. Just give it some time and
I’m sure you can figure out a wayto make that relationship work, or not.
Q9 Anonymous: What do I do if I accidentally boughtTinder plus for the whole year but I might get into a
relationship before then and then waste many months
of Tinder plus? is it more cost effective to break it off with any
potential relationships???
A
Depending on how much you spent on it, it might actually be
• more cost effective to break it off with potential relationships.
• The other option could be to have a conversation about keeping
with whomever you do get into a relationship with. In my
opinion, you should probably just keep it since you did pay for it after all
and who knows, you might find your one true love using it. How does one
accidentally buy Tinder Plus anyways? Asking for a friend.
XOXO Uncle Carlos
Visit www.su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com to submit a question.
January 13, 2016
WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH SERIAL?
BY LENA BECK
Chances are high that at some point in the
last year, either you or someone you know
has hopped onto the Serial bandwagon and
hung on for dear life. What you may not know
is that even though it's incredibly well done,
Serial is only one of hundreds of podcasts that
cover a vast spectrum...
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BE A REDHAWK. BE ON TV.
KEYARENA GAMES
SAT I JAN 161
THU I FEB 4!
SAT I FEB 61
CONNOLLY GAMES
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FREE LYFT RIDE CODES FOR EACH GAME
FREE TICKETS at the CAC and West Gate
FREE PARKING FOR CARP00LERS GOSEATTLEU.COM
